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SESSION 4
Noun style
Concision

Style in Methods and Results 

NOUN STYLE
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to reach a conclusion   

to achieve an improvement 

to carry out a test  

to cause an increase 

to effect a reduction  

to execute a search

to exhibit a performance 

to give an explanation

VERB STYLE NOUN STYLE

To conclude
To improve
To test
To increase
To reduce
To search
To perform
To explain
To change
To compare
To install

To reach a conclusion   
To achieve an improvement 
To carry out a test  
To cause an increase 
To effect a reduction  
To execute a search
To exhibit a performance 
To give an explanation
To implement a change 
To make a comparison 
To perform an installation

NOUN STYLE

A direct correlation between serum vitamin B12 
concentration and mean nerve conduction velocity was 
observed.

VERB STYLE

It was observed that the mean velocity of nerve
conduction correlated directly with serum vitamin B12 
concentration. 

VERB STYLE + ACTIVE VOICE

We  / they observed that the mean velocity of nerve
conduction correlated directly with serum vitamin B12 
concentration. 
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NOUN STYLE

Following termination of exposure to pigeons and 
resolution of the pulmonary infiltrates, there was a 
substantial increase in lung volume, some improvement
in diffusing capacity, and partial resolution of the 
hypoxemia.

VERB STYLE
After the patient stopped keeping pigeons, her 
pulmonary infiltrates partly resolved, lung volume greatly
increased, diffusing capacity improved, and hypoxemia
lessened.

Following termination of exposure to pigeons and 
resolution of the pulmonary infiltrates, there was 
a substantial increase in lung volume, some
improvement in diffusing capacity, and partial
resolution of the hypoxemia.

After the patient stopped keeping pigeons, her 
pulmonary infiltrates partly resolved, lung volume 
greatly increased, diffusing capacity improved, 
and hypoxemia lessened.
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Concision

CUT THE CLUTTER

The secret of good writing is to strip every sentence to its cleanest 

components. Every word that serves no function, every long word that 

could be a short word, every adverb that carries the same meaning that is 

already in the verb, every passive construction that leaves the reader 

unsure of who is doing what. These are the thousand and one adulterants 

that weaken the strength of a sentence. And they usually occur in 

proportion to the education and rank."  (William Zinsser, On Writing Well) 
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This paper provides a review of the basic tenants of 

cancer biology study design, using as examples 

studies that illustrate the methodologic challenges or 

that demonstrates successful solutions to the 

difficulties inherent in biological research.

This paper provides a review reviews the basic tenants of 
cancer biology study design, using as examples studies that 
illustrate the methodologic challenges or that 
demonstrates successful solutions to the difficulties 
inherent in biological research.

provides a review  -> reviews :  noun style -> verb style
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This paper reviews the basic tenants of cancer 

biology study design, using as examples studies that 

illustrate the methodologic challenges or that 

demonstrates successful solutions to the difficulties 

inherent in biological research.

examples -> studies

examples means the same thing as studies

This paper reviews the basic tenants of cancer biology study 

design, using examples that illustrate the methodologic

challenges or that demonstrates successful solutions to the 

difficulties inherent in biological research.

-> methodologic challenges ->  we've already said study 

design, so methodology is implied

-> illustrate means the same thing as demonstrate

-> succesfull solution -> solution  - unsuccessful solution(?) 
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This paper reviews the basic tenants of cancer biology study 

design, using examples that illustrate challenges solutions to 

the difficulties inherent in biological research.

-> to the difficulties inherent in biological research  ->  

repetition  (we already said challenges)

-> inherent in biological research -> is already implied in the 

previous text

Kristin Sainani, associate professor Stanford University (Course: Writing in the Sciences – free on Coursera).

This paper provides a review of the basic tenants of 

cancer biology study design, using as examples studies 

that illustrate the methodologic challenges or that 

demonstrates successful solutions to the difficulties 

inherent in biological research.

ß

This paper reviews cancer biology study design, using 

examples that illustrate specific challenges and solutions.
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Methods

Use the passive:

• .…. if the actor is not important

• ….. if describing general facts, relations 
or associations
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Use the active:

• ….. to vary your style in Methods and Results

• ..... to underline reasons or goals

• …… presenting your own thoughts

At the start: ‘We …’ 

Methods

Study design and participants

We did a prospective longitudinal observational

study of patients attending the inherited neuropathy

or muscle clinics at the Medical Research Council 

(MRC) Centre for …..
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• We obtained informed consent from 48 adults 

and placed them into either a training group (n 

= 24) or an untrained control group (n = 24). ..  

This was done by….

Combination of active – passive in the Methods 

To emphasize a decision

We constructed a sampling frame and selection

process to minimize selection biases and maximize

generalizability of the accumulated evidence.

Simultaneously, to maintain high quality, within this

sampling frame we matched individual replication

projects with ……
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Active style if possible

Patients and controls underwent detailed lower limb

myometry on a HUMAC NORM dynamometer.
Jasper Morrow et.al: MRI biomarker assessment of neuromuscular disease progression: a prospective observational cohort study, 

The Lancet

Detailed lower limb myometry on a HUMAC NORM 

dynamometer was performed on patients and

controls.

Why you did it this way

Purposes are commonly signaled by:

- An infinite phrase (to plus verb)

- A prepositional phrase beginning with ‘for’ and

ending with a noun that is made from a verb (noun

style) or that implies action.
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An infinite phrase / prepositional phrase

We eluted the material / the material was eluted in 5 

mM Tris HCL/100 mM NaCL, pH 7.40 to separate 

collagenase-resistant fragments from intact surfactant

protein A.

For primary culture, the cells were resuspended in……

Results - Data
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üUse the Past Simple

üMake your visuals tell the story

üText and pictures should be connected: refer to all

tables and figures

üMind your adjectives

OK: pronounced effect, highest cumulative germination (= 
facts) -> supporting data

NOT OK: the results suggest that the optimal time for
treatment is 2 days (=evaluation)

Data and Results

In 14 untreated individuals, the mean blood glucose 
concentration was 205 � 10 (SD) mg%. In 16 
patients treated with drug X, the mean blood glucose 
concentration was 105 � 10 mg%. (DATA)

The mean blood glucose concentration was 50% 
lower in the 16 patients treated with drug X than in 
the 14 untreated individuals [105 � 10 (SD) mg% v 
205 � 10 mg%, p < 0·001].  (RESULTS)

VvAA Opleidingen & 
Teamcoaching 
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Subheadings in Results

RESULTS: subheadings can be thematic, or they can state the 

result. 

The latter is a good choice; many journals adhere to this.

o Inducible fusion gene expression in colorectal cancer 

organoids -> topical heading

oBRAF fusions confer resistance to targeted EGFR inhibition  -> 

result
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For Authors of CELL

from the Authors page of CELL

Results

This section should be divided with subheadings. In our view, good
subheadings convey information about the findings, so we

encourage you to be specific. For example, say "Factor X requires
Factor Y to function in Process Z" rather than "Analysis of Factors X

and Y using Approach Q." We recommend that you use similar
language in your figure titles for clarity and structural harmony.


